Category: Golf Motor Skills
Suggested Grade: K-5th
Title: End of Unit – Putt-Putt Course
Submitted by: Sarah Rice, Holmes Elementary, Nebraska

Equipment/Materials:
• The First Tee National School Program golf equipment
• A gym that can be set up for a twelve hole putt-putt course
• Anything that could be used for a golf course including hazards that they have to use the chip club to get over the hazard, etc.

Description:
• I set up a twelve-hole putt-putt golf course at the end of our putting and chipping section of the first tee golf unit. The students come in to the “Holmes Golf Course” and play a round of golf. They get to do this two times in a period of eight days as we are on a four day rotation.
• They love it! The kids get to use the skills learned in the golf unit on a real course.